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Abstract—This paper gives an overview of a system-level
framework to mitigate interference using coarse grained coor-
dination of transmissions across base stations. Our approach is
based on collecting and mining measured data capturing a user
population’s diversity in sensitivity to interference. Measurements
of user’s channel gains are clustered and aggregated into a finite
set of traffic classes, which abstract both the traffic and envi-
ronmental character of the system load. These in turn serve as
coarse grain variables that can be exchanged among base stations
and used in optimizing coordinated schedules. Unfortunately,
the clustering and optimization steps are intimately related,
eventually impacting system performance – i.e., they should
ideally be carried out jointly. Our work on this problem points
to some insights on how clustering might be suitably carried out,
and approaches towards optimizing coordinated schedules. We
present a subset of our extensive system-level simulations, which
show reductions in file transfer delay ranging from 20–80%,
depending on the traffic loads, as compared to a simple baseline
not unlike those in the field today. In particular, we explore
the benefits of traffic and environment aware coordination for
systems subject to clustered traffic loads, e.g., due to spatial
hotspots. Overall we believe this approach appears to achieve
reasonable gains in performance, but perhaps more importantly
achieves substantially more uniform coverage while reducing
average power consumption by up to 45%. 1

I. INTRODUCTION

Devising practical wireless systems that effectively cope
with inter-cell interference as well as spatial heterogeneity in
traffic loads and the environment while maximizing spectral
efficiency may be one of the most important problems en-
gineers face in realizing the vision of ubiquitous broadband
wireless. If this vision is to be successfully realized, users
should be able to expect the same ‘deterministic’ service
they can expect from a wireline network, independent of
location and at reasonable power cost. Let us consider two
straightforward approaches to overcoming this problem.

First, the traditional approach of mitigating inter-cell inter-
ference in a cellular network by partitioning resources, e.g.,
frequency, so that concurrent transmissions can be realized
with minimal interference. For example, with a frequency
reuse 1/3, the overall bandwidth would be partitioned into
three bands, and allocated to cells, in a manner that minimizes
the number of neighboring cells that share the same band. This
solution is relatively simple and indeed effective at reducing
interference seen by users while enhancing coverage areas for

1This work was supported by a gift from the Intel Research Council and
the NSF Award CNS-0721532.

each base station. However, this comes at a high cost. Indeed,
a single cell/sector can now only use a fraction, e.g., 1/3, of the
available bandwidth resulting in a linear reduction in system
capacity. Since capacity depends linearly in the bandwidth, and
logarithmically in the signal-to-noise plus interference (SINR),
overall a simple reuse pattern achieves a more homogeneous
performance, but at the cost of reduced overall capacity and
reduced individual user’s peak capacity. It is desirable to
engineer systems that use all the available spectrum in every
cell, achieving very large network capacities, provided inter-
cell interference is effectively managed. Recently there has
been intensive work towards devising improved reuse schemes
that can partially remedy this picture. We will return to this
below.

A second simple approach is to consider increasing the
number of base station/access points. This can drastically
decrease the distance between users and their base stations,
resulting in a drastic increase in capacity and reduction in
transmission energy requirements. However, this comes at a
significant increase in infrastructure and management costs.
Moreover, in such deployments the proportion of users whose
capacity is limited by interference from their neighbors grows.
In other words, considering a fixed population density and
a typical base station’s point of view, the number of users
that are close, say within 100m would not change, yet the
neighboring base stations would be closer resulting in higher
interference. Furthermore, the coverage area per base station
would presumably decrease, meaning that the capacity pro-
vided by each individual base station would be shared by
a smaller number of users. This has the undesirable side
effect of reducing the network’s capability to statistically
multiplex bursty traffic – particularly desirable for data traffic,
so as to share the cost of the additional infrastructure. As
a result, one might expect low average but bursty utilization
profiles for individual base stations. So, under this approach,
not only would the capacity of a larger number of users
be interference limited, but the interference might be quite
dynamic. Again, managing inter-cell interference will remain
essential to fully realizing the potential of the costly broadband
wireless infrastructure.

Related and prior work. Let us consider some of the related
work and recent proposals towards addressing this challenge,
and identify some of the areas for improvement. Most ap-
proaches for mitigating the effects of inter-cell interference
have been studied in the context of a static user population.
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Centralized joint user scheduling schemes, requiring large
amounts of information to be conveyed to a centralized sched-
uler, are presented in [1], [2]. The centralized scheduler also
has to solve a highly complex optimization problem based on
the queue and channel states of all the users in the network
to make scheduling decisions. Alternatively, static schemes
using different reuse factors over different time periods to
protect vulnerable users have been considered, see e.g., [3]–
[6]. A quasi-static scheme based on a similar principle is
presented in [7]. The above schemes only considered base
stations that either transmit at maximum power, or are turned
off. They also do not take into consideration the impact of
using adaptive modulation and coding schemes. A power-
control based interference management scheme is proposed
in [8]: users are served using one of two sets of carriers that
use different power levels. A different approach that varies
transmit power across time at a slow pace so as to improve
performance is proposed in [9]. The users then track the
varying channel conditions and this information is used by
the base station to effectively schedule transmissions.

The focus of these schemes is to ensure that all users
perceive acceptable signal to interference ratios. However, this
metric does not fully describe the performance experienced
by best effort users. The characteristics of the user population
being served do not influence the power control policy, leaving
scope for further improvement. In a realistic scenario, data
requests from users are generated at random times, and the
users leave when their service requirements have been met.
Such load dynamics also translate to time varying interference
seen by users, and further impact the performance of schemes
designed to mitigate inter-cell interference.

Potential capacity gains from inter-cell coordination in a
dynamic setting were characterized in [11], and the results
confirm that significant gains can be obtained through inter-
cell coordination in an interference limited system. For a
practical system, the delay performance experienced by users
at typical system loads is an important consideration. The
static capacity-optimal schedule developed in [11] is not a
practicable solution for a system at light to moderate loads.
Also, the system model considered in [11] is idealized, and
would in reality be prohibitively complex in terms of the
communication, and computation overhead required.

Contributions: In this paper, we propose a system-level
framework whose primary goal is to mitigate the impact of
inter-cell interference through coordination of transmissions.
The approach is driven by two key objectives that differentiate
it from previous work with a view on both effectiveness and
practicality. The first is that coordination of transmissions
should be environment- and traffic-aware. Our expectation, is
that system performance can be substantially improved relative
to the state-of-the-art, as well as solutions proposed in the
research literature. The second objective is to minimize the
information that needs to be exchanged among base stations,
and thus reduce the demands on the backhaul. This excludes
approaches that require fine grain information on the time
varying channels of individual users to be exchanged among

base stations to enable joint scheduling and coordination of
transmissions across base stations.

Traffic and environment awareness are achieved by mea-
suring the average traffic loads and characteristics of the user
population a system supports. If the ‘average’ traffic loads are
fairly stable over reasonable periods of time one should ideally
be able to optimize a coordination scheme to the specific
spatial traffic load, propagation environment, and factor the
sensitivity to interference seen in the field. As we will see,
thousands of measurements per second are already performed
in the system, in order to adapt modulation and coding on
a per user basis and trigger handoffs for mobile terminals.
However, in order to limit the communication overheads,
and the complexity of optimizing coordination, we seek to
extract from the measured data the salient characteristics of
the load – i.e., coarse grained information that still captures
the key characteristics of the traffic. This may be viewed
as a data-mining/aggregation task over fairly large (but local
to a base station) measured data sets to define coarse grain
classes of user loads. These in turn are used in formulating
and optimizing the coordination schedule across base stations.
The key idea is to take advantage of the diversity in users’
sensitivity to interference originating from the adjoining cells
– this is not new. The novelty of our proposal lies in the
development of new abstractions, a network architecture, and
associated optimizations that make this practical, and efficient.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we
explore various tradeoffs in defining the coarse grain user
classes from measured spatial loads with a view on opti-
mizing system performance. We shall explore performance-
complexity tradeoffs in the number of classes, variability in
individual characteristics of users within a class, and balancing
the sizes i.e., offered loads among user classes. Second, we
will discuss various approaches to optimizing coordinated
schedules. Third, in this paper we evaluate how spatial clus-
tering in traffic loads impacts the types of gains one can hope
to get from an approach that is traffic and environment aware.
While conceptually similar, coordination of downlink versus
uplink transmissions have fairly different characteristics. In
this paper we shall report results for the downlink case, which
illustrate the significant gains that can be achieved in terms of
delay performance, power consumption at the transmitter, and
substantially enhanced spatially homogeneous service to users.
We note at the outset that the performance gains e.g., 50%,
depending on the load that we report can not be viewed as
radical improvements. However in our view the substantially
improved spatial homogeneity in performance and reduced
average power consumption, are big wins. The first makes
substantial headway towards providing more deterministic
service, while the second, suggests that additional performance
gains could be achieved if one compared coordinated system to
a baseline constrained to the same average power expenditures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we introduce our system model for optimizing coordinated
schedules, assuming traffic has already been aggregated into
user classes. In Section III we explore the challenges in
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moving from measured data to coarse grain user classes,
and the impact this has on performance. In Section IV,V,
we consider optimizing coordination schedules. Section VI
explores the impact of spatial clustering in traffic loads, e.g.,
due to hotspots, on system performance gains. Finally, Section
VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Due to the nature of path loss, it is typically only trans-
missions in the neighboring cells that cause interference. As
such, we propose to split large networks into a collection of
independent coordinated clusters, where cells/sectors which
are tightly coupled through mutual interference are grouped
together. Let N denote the number of neighboring base
stations/sectors being coordinated, indexed by b = 1, . . . , N .
For simplicity, each user is assumed to be served by a single
fixed base station, i.e., no mobility for now. For each user i,
we let ~hi = (hb

i |b = 1, . . . , N) be the (average) channel gain
vector, where hb

i is the gain from base station b to user i,
which is measured by each user and fed back to the serving
base station. Fig. 1 depicts the measurements made by each
user when coordinating three facing sectors in a hexagonal
layout of base stations. This is the canonical example we will
consider throughout this paper. Thus if measurements are made
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Fig. 1. An example scenario for coordination.

for a period of time, each base station would have a sample
of gain vectors associated with the user population it sees.

A. Traffic Loads and System Dynamics

In this paper, we adopt a dynamic flow-level model where
user requests follow a Poisson point process which may be
spatially inhomogeneous over an area of interest A. In partic-
ular we assume a spatial arrival intensity function λ(x), x ∈ A
giving an overall rate

∫
A

λ(x)dx = λ requests/sec. Users leave
the system when the associated data transfer on the downlink
is completed. The actual system load depends strongly on the
user locations, since interference from neighboring base sta-
tions, and thus the channel capacity are location dependent. In
addition to homogeneous load distributions, we shall explore
various types of inhomogeneities, particularly with respect to
spatial clustering, e.g., may be induced by hotspots where
users tend to congregate. We will be interested in the impact
that such inhomogeneities have on traffic aware coordination.

B. Traffic Classification and Aggregation

Users at each base station/sector b are classified into one
of Kb user classes based on their measured channel gain
vectors. We will discuss how these classes are defined in the
next section. For now, recall that they are intended to abstract
key characteristics of the load distribution and the propaga-
tion environment for purposes of optimizing a coordinated
schedule. Thus, after classification, each class k = 1, . . . ,Kb

associated with base station/sector b sees an arrival process
which is Poisson, with rate denoted by λbk. Note that since
user classes correspond to spatial aggregates, the channel and
and interference characteristics seen by users in a given class
may be quite different depending on the number of classes
and the classification mechanism. We will return to this in the
next section.

Base stations have a file to transmit for each user request,
with mean file size F bk bits. Define ρbk = λbkF bk to be
the mean traffic load (bits/second) arriving at class k in base
station b. Let ~ρ = (ρbk : b = 1, . . . , N, k = 1, . . . ,Kb)
denote the expected traffic load vector. Fig. 2 illustrates a
scenario with two base stations, and two classes per base
station. The classes may have different mean traffic loads,
capturing in part the spatial distribution of traffic supported
by the system.

C. Coordination and Service Model

Base 
station A

Base
station B

1
2

1
2

Select best joint transmission 
profiles  accross base stations
and classes of users

Determine fraction of time
base stations devote to
various transmission profiles

 a joint transmission profile

Fig. 2. Illustration of a joint transmission profile.

A joint transmission profile represents one of the various
modes in which the network can be operated. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, it specifies a power profile, i.e., the transmit power
level for each base station, and the associated user classes to
be jointly served. Note that this is not a specification of which
user to serve, only a restriction on the transmit power to be
used at the base station and a ‘recommended’ class that might
be beneficially served. Base stations can independently devise
complementary dynamic user/packet scheduling policies to
serve their users. For simplicity, in this paper, we assume
that base stations use processor sharing scheduling (or an
approximation thereof) to serve the active users in a class.

The base stations are assumed to be able to transmit at one
of P discrete power levels, including 0, corresponding to no
transmission. The N -dimensional column vectors ~pi and ~cj

specify the power levels and classes to be served by the base
stations under power profile i and class combination j. The
bth component of these vectors, pi

b and cj
b, specify the transmit

power to be used by base station b and the class to be served.
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The number of different power profiles is denoted by U = PN ,
the number of class combinations by V =

∏N
b=1 Kb, and thus

the number of joint transmission profiles is L = UV. Let
P := {~p1, . . . , ~pU} and C := {~c1, . . . ,~cV } denote the sets of
admissible joint power profiles and class combinations respec-
tively for the N base stations. Thus, each joint transmission
profile l where l = 1, . . . , L is two vectors: ~p(l) = ~pi ∈ P
and ~c(l) = ~cj ∈ C.

A joint transmission schedule corresponds to the fractions of
time ~α = (αl : l = 1, . . . , L) for which the network uses each
transmission profile. In general, this schedule will be picked to
optimize a chosen load dependent performance measure, f(~ρ,
~α), through an optimization of the form:

Problem 2.1: A generic optimization problem to determine
a coordination schedule:

min
~α

f(~ρ, ~α)

such that

ρbk ≤ Rbk(~α), ∀b, k, (1)
L∑

l=1

αl ≤ 1, (2)

αl ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L. (3)

Here, Rbk(~α) denotes the capacity allocated to class k at
base station b by the schedule ~α. Eq. (1) constrains the rate
allocation across classes to be one that stabilizes the network.
Eqs. (2), and (3) ensure that the coordination schedule is valid.
In the sequel, we will describe different methods to determine
joint transmission schedules, and use extensive simulations to
compare their performance. The following section describes
the simulation model in detail.

D. Simulation Model

In the simulations, we consider three facing sectors in a
hexagonal layout of base stations with cell radius 250m. Users
associate themselves to the geographically closest base station.
A carrier frequency of 1GHz, and a bandwidth of 10MHz
are assumed. The maximum transmit power is restricted to
10W. The base stations are assumed to be able to transmit at
three different power levels: 0, 5, and 10W. Additive white
Gaussian noise with power −55dBm is assumed. We consider
a log distance path loss model [12], with path loss exponent 2.
Shadowing, and fading are not considered in these preliminary
results, but the addition of shadowing does not fundamentally
change the characteristics of our measurement driven scheme,
as noted in Sec. III-A.

File sizes are assumed to be log normally distributed,
with mean 2MB. The data rate at which users are served
is calculated based on the perceived SINR using Shannon’s
capacity with rates quantized to 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30Mbps.
The mean user perceived delay is estimated within a relative
error of 1%, at a confidence level of 95%. In sections IV, and
VI, we consider Poisson arrivals that are distributed uniformly
within the simulated area, and in Sec. VI, we study the impact
of non-homogeneous load distributions.

III. FROM MEASUREMENTS TO USER CLASSES

The most important element of our proposed framework
is our notion of user classes. By contrast with related work,
our notion of user classes and class loads aggregate users
(locations) that share similar (but not necessarily identical)
sensitivity to interference from neighboring base stations. They
enable base stations to measure, aggregate, and share coarse
grained information about the traffic loads they support. They
also drive our system-level optimization, e.g., Problem 2.1,
which has a number of constraints and decision variables
which respectively grow linearly and polynomially (of degree
N ) in the number of classes. As the number of user classes
is increased, their fidelity in capturing the characteristics of
the user population increases. However, communication over-
heads, and the computational complexity associated with the
proposed coordination scheme also grow. Moreover, perhaps
surprisingly, we will see that it is not necessarily the case
that higher fidelity leads to better coordination performance.
Therefore, it is advantageous to use a relatively small number
of classes. However, in this case, there may be large disparities
among transmission of users in the same class. In order to
solve Problem 2.1, one must properly capture the capacities
Rbk(~α) that are allocated to user classes under different coor-
dination schedules parametrized by ~α. As will be seen in this
section, this is not a simple problem, yet good approximations
that make the optimization problem convex can be found to
make this tractable.

A. Measurement and Clustering of Users into Classes

Consider monitoring a user population sharing a wireless
system during a period of time. As shown in Fig. 1, a simple
way to capture the environmental conditions is to measure
the average channel gains between users and neighboring base
stations – this is already done in practice to facilitate handoffs.
A user i sharing a similar gain vector, ~hi, with other users
has a similar susceptibility to interference from neighboring
base stations. Yet, in an interference limited regime, Shannon’s
capacity formula suggests that users’ transmission rates will
vary as the logarithm of the ratio of the received signal power
to interference. Thus, for each measured user, let us define a
logarithmically distorted gain vector ~gi = (gb

i |b = 1, . . . , N),
where gb

i = log(hb
i ). Users sharing similar log-gain vectors

will share similar transmission rates under the various power
profiles.

In this paper, a k-means clustering algorithm [13], [14]
is used to cluster measured log-gain vectors into a fixed
number of user classes. Specifically, the algorithm partitions
users associated with base station b into Kb clusters with
centroids ~g∗bk, k = 1, . . . ,Kb, such that the mean Euclidean
distance between the log-gain vectors and the centroids is
minimized. Given a clustering, and the resulting centroid
vectors, future users can be classified based on which centroid
its log-distorted gain vector is closest to. With classes defined,
estimating the average loads for each class under a given
spatial traffic load is a simple task.
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Fig. 3. An example of class definitions.

Fig. 3 exhibits a clustering for a sector in our example
scenario where three neighboring base stations are to be
coordinated. Note that in practice, due to shadowing and
real environment obstructions, user classes will not result in
the ‘smooth’ structure or spatial locality exhibited in this
example. In fact, they would instead reflect the character of
the environment as well as the typical locations where a user
population tends to dwell.

B. Estimating Class Rates

Let the random variable X denote the location of a typ-
ical arrival, since the arrivals are non-homogeneous Poisson
Point Processes, its density would be fX(x) = λ(x)/λ for
x ∈ A. Let b(x), and k(x) be user x’s base station and
class respectively. These reflect a location dependent the base
station association and classification policies which are for
simplicity not load dependent. Finally, let Rl

x be the maximum
rate at which user x can be served under profile l, assuming all
base stations are active. Note that Rl

x is zero, if a class other
than k(x) is served by base station b(x) under profile l. The
following proposition captures the capacity seen by downlink
queues in the system – see [15] for details.

Proposition 3.1: Consider the downlink queue associated
with class k at base station b. It sees an offered load of
ρbk bits/sec., and time varying capacity that depends on ~α.
Suppose the rate at which base stations switch among profiles
is fast compared to the time scale of the user dynamics, and
the base station uses processor sharing to serve users in each
class, then the queue is stable if ubk = ρbk

RH
bk

(~α)
≤ 1, where

RH
bk(~α) =

(
E

[
1∑L

l=1 αlRl
X

∣∣∣ b(X) = b, k(X) = k

])−1

.

Further, when the queue is stable, the mean number of active
users associated with the class is given by ubk

1−ubk .
Note that RH

bk(~α) is the harmonic mean of the average
transmission rates seen by users in class k at base station
b. It captures the capacity allocated to the user class under
schedule ~α. Unfortunately, estimating this for each ~α requires
knowledge of the complete distribution of users versus simple
descriptive statistics, e.g., means and variances, which would
reduce both communication and computational overheads.

The arithmetic and geometric mean of the average trans-
mission rate perceived by users given by

RA
bk(~α) =

L∑
l=1

αlE[Rl
X | b(X) = b, k(X) = k],

RG
bk(~α) = exp(E[log(

L∑
l=1

αlR
l
X) | b(X) = b, k(X) = k]),

respectively are two alternatives for estimating class capacity.
Note that the arithmetic mean is simple to compute: it depends
only on the mean rates observed by users in the class under
each profile, and is linear in ~α. However, it can be shown that
RH

bk(~α) ≤ RG
bk(~α) ≤ RA

bk(~α), whence the geometric mean is
the better estimate for the harmonic mean [16]. Unfortunately,
the geometric mean is also burdensome to compute, making
it impractical.

One can obtain approximations for the geometric mean
based on moments which can be fairly accurate [17], [18]. In
[15] we propose such an approximation as follows. Let Σbk be
the covariance matrix of the transmission rates to the users in
class k in base station b, Σbk(l,m) = Cov[Rl

X , Rm
X | b(X) =

b, k(X) = k]. The rate allocated to class k in base station b
is approximated as

RGA
bk (~α) = RA

bk(~α)− ~αT Σbk~α

cbk
, (4)

where, cbk is a positive constant corresponding to a
preliminary estimate for the class capacity. Note, for a given
vecα the capacity allocated to all classes can be estimated
with the coordinating base stations exchanging only the class
means, and covariances of the transmission rates under the
different profiles. Also it can be shown [15] that RGA

bk (~α) is
convex giving a stability constraint (1) which is convex.

Fig. 4. Comparing the different estimates for class capacity.

Fig. 4 the actual class throughputs and our estimates, for
a given coordination schedule, i.e., ~α, for our three sector
scenario. Users are partitioned into two classes per sector.
In this scenario, the classes with higher load correspond to
larger proportion of the uniformly distributed users resulting
in larger intra-class variance in users’ rates. As can be seen, the
arithmetic and geometric mean approximations are optimistic
particularly for classes with higher variability. Indeed the arith-
metic mean overestimates the capacity allocated to the classes
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by up to 20% compared to the geometric mean estimate. Below
we will use the more accurate geometric mean approximation,
which provides marginal improvements in performance.

IV. STATIC COORDINATION

The key element of base station coordination for downlink
transmission is the joint selection of a coordinated schedule.
Modeling and optimizing the performance of a set of spatially
coupled (through interference) queues is fairly difficult, see
[19]–[21], so in this paper we shall consider only a simplified
model where base stations user class queues are decoupled
M/GI/1 processor sharing queues. Tractable heuristics to cap-
ture this coupling better are proposed in [15].

A. Maximizing Capacity

The optimization problem obtained by setting f(~ρ, ~α) =∑L
l=1 αl in Problem 2.1 has a linear objective function,

and convex constraints under the geometric approximation
Rbk(~α) = RGA

bk (~α), where cbk can be appropriately approxi-
mated based on a further linear approximation. The resultant
optimal schedule is one that stabilizes the network whenever
possible, for any load distribution proportional to ~ρ, see [15]
for details.

Fig. 5. Delay performance under the capacity maximizing schedule.

The graph in Fig. 5 shows average downlink file transfer
delays vs. offered load under three schemes: uncoordinated
transmissions at the maximum power, and two static approx-
imations with two and three user classes per base station. At
higher loads, coordination performs extremely well, improving
delay performance over the scheme with no coordination by
over 80%. However, this is not uniformly the case, and at
very low loads, the coordination scheme increases mean delays
by around 50% compared to the non-coordinated scheme.
Under low loads, coordinating across base stations to mitigate
interference is less of a concern because the probability that
neighboring base stations are simultaneously transmitting is
low. Therefore, one might as well allow base stations to
transmit at higher power without coordination. Also, since
we are using a static schedule, the probability that there are
no active users in the class scheduled at a base station is
high at low loads. This leads to the base station unnecessarily
wasting time while users wait their turn to get served. This is
also the reason for the coordination scheme using two classes

outperforming the scheme with three classes until the offered
load is high enough. A larger number of classes results in
base stations wasting more time when using a static schedule,
as the scope for statistical multiplexing is further reduced.
Splitting the load and the resources into independent small
chunks results in reduced capacity for sharing, and incurrs
a statistical multiplexing loss. At low loads, the gains from
reduced interference levels resulting from careful coordination
across base stations are not sufficient to compensate for this
statistical multiplexing loss.

B. Minimizing Delay

Setting f(~ρ, ~α) =
∑N

b=1

∑Kb

k=1
ρbk

Rbk(~α)−ρbk
in Problem 2.1

yield a convex optimization problem under the geometric
approximation. The solution to this problem is one that min-
imizes the mean user perceived file transfer delay under our
simplified model. This solution is different from the capacity
maximizing schedule when there are variations in the load
offered by different classes, see [15] for details. Fig. 6 shows
the delay performance of the static delay optimal schedule
which achieves better delay performance than the capacity
maximizing schedule by accounting for the variations in load
and multiplexing capability across classes. However, delay
performance remains poor compared to the non-coordinated
case at low loads due to the statistical multiplexing loss
incurred by dividing the load.

Fig. 6. Average file transfer delays under delay-minimizing schedules.

V. DYNAMIC INTER-CLASS SCHEDULING

Note that, in downlink transmissions, the capacity perceived
by users in neighboring base stations is independent of the
user/class that a base station serves and depends only on
the transmit power levels used by the various base stations.
Thus, when there are no active users in the class picked by
the static schedule, the base station can dynamically pick
an alternate class to serve without adversely affecting any
of the cooperating base stations, i.e., without increasing the
interference levels perceived by users. This class can be
chosen by the base station based on different criteria, such as
maximizing transmission rates, or serving the class with the
largest number of active users. We refer to this as inter-class
scheduling.

The dynamic scheduling strategy that we adopted is to
serve all active users associated with a base station according
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to a processor sharing mechanism when the scheduled class
has no active users. We found in our simulations that the
delay performance of this strategy compared favorably to
other policies. Note that this strategy allocates a proportionally
larger rate to those classes that have a large number of
active users. When the traffic offered by all classes share
similar characteristics, the optimized static schedule balances
the expected number of active users in each class. Thus, this
dynamic scheduling strategy attempts to align the available
capacity to the particular instantiation of the offered load. In
Fig. 6, we show results for coordination along with dynamic
inter class scheduling.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, dynamic scheduling significantly
improves user’s average delay performance, especially at light
to moderate loads where mean delays are reduced by up to
40% as compared to the static scheme. At very low loads,
it is still true that a scheme that transmits at maximum
power without any coordination outperforms the coordination
scheme. Attempting to coordinate transmissions at low loads
results in base stations needlessly using a lower power, thus
transmitting at a lower rate even when the neighboring base
stations are idle. Since the probability of simultaneous trans-
missions occurring is minimal at low loads, coordinating is
not worthwhile.

VI. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING TRAFFIC AWARE

In a real-world wireless network, the traffic load is unlikely
to be spatially homogeneous and may exhibit significant
variations over time. For example, at different times of the
day, one might see concentrations in different regions, e.g.,
coffee houses, lunch spots, public transportation, or associated
with congestion patterns, etc. We explore the potential gains
from coordination in such a scenario. In particular, we are
interested in understanding the degree to which optimizing
for a particular load is critical. For example, if no information
is available, a natural choice is to optimize for a uniform
distribution of users. We shall evaluate the performance of the
dynamic scheme proposed previously when it is optimized in
this fashion, versus an optimization that is traffic-aware.

Our clustered traffic model is as follows. User locations
are constrained to a subset of the simulated area determined
by the realization of a Boolean germ-grain model [22]. The
grains of the Boolean model are discs of fixed radius, while the
germs are distributed uniformly within the simulated area. The
probability that an arrival’s location falls in any of the discs
is equal. The density of users at various points within the cell
depends on the number of grains covering it. The density of
users in areas covered by multiple grains is high, resembling a
hotspot. Fig. 7a exhibits a realization of the spatial load with
70 germs, and discs with radius equal to one fifth the radius
of the cell are used. Note that there are regions within the
cell with sparse user densities, and others where users tend to
cluster. As the number of germs increases, the arrivals process
converges to a homogeneous Poisson process. A small number
of germs represents a user population that is highly clustered,
with large variations in user densities within the coverage area.

In our simulations, the number of germs is varied from 10 to
10,000 to simulate various degrees of clustering in the spatial
load. For each case, we investigate the performance in twenty
different realizations for the Boolean model. As explained
previously, the actual load on the system is highly dependent
on the spatial characteristics of the traffic. In roughly evaluate
performance under vastly different spatial loads, we normalize
the overall arrival rate so that the actual loads are comparable.
Specifically, we choose the arrival rate that results in the base
stations being 95% utilized when the base stations, assuming
all base stations transmit at maximum power all the time even
if they have nothing to send. This operating point is computed
using the harmonic mean, as described is Sec. III-B.

Fig. 8 depicts the reduction in delay achieved by the two
schemes compared to the non-coordinated case. It is clear that
when the actual traffic being served is highly clustered (small
number of germs), the traffic-independent coordination scheme
performs much worse. In fact the average delays experienced
by users are more than doubled vs to no coordination. As
the number of germs is increased, and the spatial distribu-
tion of users approaches the uniform distribution, the traffic-
independent scheme performs better than the non-coordinated
one, and eventually catches up to the traffic-aware scheme.
The reduction in delay achieved by the traffic aware scheme
appears independent of clustering in the loads. Note however,
that our normalization is imperfect, and in fact the measured
loads were lower for scenarios subject to clustered loads. Thus
we conjecture that subject to the same system load the gain
achieved by the traffic aware will increase if the spatial load
exhibits higher random clustering.

Fig. 9 plots the variance across the scenarios under the
traffic-aware scheme and the case where no coordination is
used. This variance is induced by the sensitivity to inter-
cell interference, and because different locations are affected
very differently by interference. A non-coordinated system
that serves a varying, non-homogeneous spatial distribution
of users is prone to excessive variations in user perceived
performance, and can experience very poor delay performance
during time periods when it has to support a user popu-
lation that is “poorly situated”. The traffic aware coordina-
tion scheme is successful in shielding users from varying
spatial loads, and achieves relatively homogeneous perfor-
mance independent of where a user population lies. Finally,
Figs. 7b,7c, 7d demonstrate the spatial homogeneity achieved
by the traffic-aware scheme even when the spatial load is non
homogeneous. This decoupling of performance from both the
variable spatial distribution of load, and the location of the
users is a significant benefit.

Additionally, we find that the average power expended by
the base station is substantially reduced when coordination is
used, e.g., 45% when the arrival rate is 2 users per second. This
suggests a reduction in cooling costs at the base station, and
also indicates that we can further improve delay performance if
the base stations are allowed to transmit at higher peak power
levels.
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(a) A realization of a clustered
user population

(b) No coordination (c) Traffic-aware coordination (d) Traffic-independent coordina-
tion

Fig. 7. A scenario with non-homogeneous spatial load

Fig. 8. Percentage reduction in average file transfer delays.

Fig. 9. Variance across scenarios in the average file transfer delay achieved
by the traffic aware, and non-coordinated scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a low complexity, traffic-aware system-
level approach to interference mitigation that improves per-
formance perceived by best-effort users on the downlink
without requiring high channel measurement and estimation,
communication, and computational overheads. Our prelimi-
nary results suggest substantial gains in performance, spatial
homogeneity of service and reduced power expenditures. Our
ongoing work, aims to set this approach on a solid foundation
while addressing practical requirements in implementing these
techniques, see [15].
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